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Inflation may provide a suitable collider to probe physics at very high energies. In this paper we
investigate the impact on the cosmic microwave background bispectrum of higher spin fields which are
long-lived on super-Hubble scales, e.g., partially massless higher spin fields. We show that distinctive
statistical anisotropic signals on the cosmic microwave background three-point correlator are induced and
we investigate their detectability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inflation [1] offers the best paradigm explaining the
dynamics of the early universe and a plethora of cosmo-
logical observations performed to date. In particular, it
provides a mechanism to generate the cosmological per-
turbations responsible for the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) anisotropies we observe today. The particle
content of minimal inflationary models is composed by the
gravitational degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) and a slow-rolling
scalar field ϕ causing the accelerated expansion. The
cosmological perturbations are then interpreted as quantum
fluctuations of the inflaton field which are stretched to
super-Hubble scales. In multi-field models of inflation it is
assumed that an higher number of fields are responsible
both for the dynamics of the inflationary Friedmann-
Lemaître-Robertson-Walker background as well as the
features of the cosmological perturbations. Indeed, con-
straining even further the inflationary epoch and determin-
ing the particle content of the early universe which could
have left specific signatures in the primordial curvature
perturbations is undoubtedly one of the main challenges of
modern cosmology.
One way to pursue this task is presented by the possible

detection of primordial non-Gaussianity (NG). At this
point, NG has been extensively studied (for a review see
Refs. [2,3]) and constrained by the latest observations [4,5].
At the same time, the presence of anisotropies and/or
inhomogeneities could modify NG by providing, in turn,
possible signatures of extra d.o.f. present during the infla-
tionary stage. In other words, there could be, e.g., peculiar
signatures on NG that would not be produced by inflaton
self-interactions but which were due to new d.o.f. dynami-
cally excited during the inflationary era.

From a particle physics perspective, since the inflationary
epoch is characterized by typical energies much larger than
the electroweak scale which experiments at colliders have
been able to reach so far, it provides the best playground to test
physics at high energies [6–8]. In general, it is interesting to
investigate howany supposednewparticle content could have
left imprints on the cosmological observables. In particular,
one can find a review of the effects of extra light scalar fields
onNG inRef. [9] while other cases were studiedwhere scalar
fieldswithmasses larger than theHubble scale (m ≥ H) were
still being dynamically excited during inflation (e.g., quasi-
single fields models [6,7,10–13]). Furthermore, it was shown
[14–16] that a vector field, whose interactions are described
by a coupling termof the form IðϕÞF2 in the action, gives rise
to a nontrivial angular dependence of the curvature bispec-
trum, see also Ref. [17]. Analogous angular structures can be
found in solid inflation models [18] as well as models with
primordial magnetic fields [19,20]. Finally, it was suggested
that correlators of comoving curvature perturbations could
inherit NG features due to interactions of massive higher spin
particles [8,21–23].
There is a particularly interesting perspective of under

which one can characterize the possible effects of higher
spin field on cosmological correlators. This is provided by
the so called dS=CFT3 correspondence [24]. It is widely
accepted that inflation can be described as a phase of
(quasi-)de Sitter spacetime. During this period, the iso-
metries of spacetime form an (approximate) SO(4,1) group
which can be identified with the conformal group of a CFT3

acting on perturbations extending on scales larger than the
Hubble radius. The higher spin field evolution can be
written as Ai1���isðx⃗; τÞ ¼ ð−τÞΔ−sAi1���isðx⃗Þ with Δ ¼ 3=2 −ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðs − 1=2Þ2 −m2=H2

p
when the conformal time τ goes to
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zero, i.e., on the boundary of dS. Using the isometries of the
de Sitter spacetime it is possible to show that the masses
and the spins of the higher spin fields must be related
through what is called the Higuchi bound [25]

m2 > sðs − 1ÞH2; ð1Þ

in order to comply to the unitarity bounds. This requires
Δ > 1 and therefore the typical amplitudes of the higher
spin fluctuations must decay faster than e−Ht on super-
Hubble scales [8,26,27], suppressing their contribution to
the bispectrum.
The technical difficulty in generating long-lived spin-s

perturbations can be overcome in two possible ways: one is
provided by the introduction of an apposite coupling
between the higher spins and the inflaton [28], in analogy
with the aforementioned vector case; alternatively, one can
restrict the analysis to partially massless higher spin fields
[29–33] which, by having particular values of their masses,
present unsuppressed perturbations on super-Hubble scales
for some helicities states [22,23], i.e., states with Δ ¼ 0.
A peculiar phenomenon happens in theories where

higher spin long-lived perturbations are present, namely
the spontaneous generation of a nontrivial expectation
value for those fields leading to a statistical anisotropy
in the correlators, see Fig. 1. This phenomenon was first
described in theories where the U(1) field couples to the
inflaton field, but the mechanism can be generalized to both
higher spins coupled to inflaton and partially massless
higher spins. Indeed, as was shown in Refs. [15,34–37], the
spin-1 perturbations can be rendered constant on super-
Hubble scales by choosing a suitable coupling to the
inflaton IðϕÞ and constant energy density is stored into

the infrared (IR) quantum mechanical fluctuations devel-
oped in the previous stages of inflation which has exited the
Hubble radius. Those “frozen” perturbations present a
typical amplitude proportional to the square root of the
variance of the field. In the later stages of inflation those
constant modes act, in turn, as a classical background
creating a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value of the
vector field corresponding to a single realization of the first
ðN − NkÞ e-folds of inflation,1 leading necessarily to a
preferential direction and therefore breaking of the isotropy.
As a result, the power spectrum and the higher-order
correlators of the curvature perturbations resulting from
interactions with the U(1) field present a distinct pattern
responsible for the generation of a statistical anisotropy, see
also Refs. [38,39]. Generalizations of this mechanism for
higher spin particles were studied in Refs. [23,28,40]
within the specific model where massive higher spin fields
are made effectively massless during inflation by suitable
couplings to the inflaton field. In particular, it was shown
there that the statistical anisotropy imprints in the CMB and
galaxy power spectra from higher spin fields can be
detected at the level of a few percents.
In this paper we take a further step towards the

quantitative analysis of the statistical anisotropies induced
by higher spin fields and analyze their imprint on the
primordial curvature bispectrum. More in general, we study
the template

FIG. 1. A schematic view of various realizations of the first N − Nk e-folds of inflation where each of the unsuppressed IR super-
Hubble higher spin modes AIR

μ1���μs behaves as nontrivial background. The cosmological correlators are sensitive to the value the IR modes
assume in a single realization of the ensemble of possible universes.

1N is the total number of e-folds while Nk is the number
of e-folds before the end of inflation corresponding to the
moment when the comoving scale k−1 exit the comoving
Hubble horizon.
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�Y3
i¼1

ζk⃗i

�
¼ ð2πÞ3δð3Þ

�X3
i¼1

k⃗i

�X
n

cnBn
k1k2k3

;

Bn
k1k2k3

≡ Pnðk̂1 · k̂2ÞPζðk1ÞPζðk2Þ þ 2 perm; ð2Þ

where Pn is the Legendre polynomials. The theoretical
predictions for the form of the coefficients cn in the case of
spinning particles coupled to the inflaton and for partially
massless fields studied in detail in Ref. [23] are reviewed in
Sec. II. As we will see, higher spin particles induce sþ 1
nonvanishing coefficients with n even: c0; c2;…; c2s−2
and c2s.
Recently, the signatures of cn in diverse cosmic observ-

ables have been widely investigated (see, e.g., Refs. [16,41]
for CMB, Refs. [42–49] for the large-scale structure (LSS),
and Ref. [50] for 21-cm fluctuations). Moreover, the
observational bounds on c0;1;2 have already been obtained
via the CMB bispectrum estimation by the Planck team
[4,51]. On the other hand, these works focus only on
smaller n. In this paper, for the first time the contributions
due to nonvanishing cn≥4 to the CMB bispectra are
presented via the extension of the previous study [16]
discussing up to n ¼ 2. The detection of the coefficients cn
in the curvature bispectrum (2) could provide insight into
the inflationary dynamics and particles content during
inflation, e.g., determining whether higher spin fields were
present in the early stages of the universe.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review

and then summarize the results contained in Ref. [23]
giving in detail the theoretical prediction of the bispectrum
in the presence of spinning particles while Sec. III is
devoted to the detailed analysis and forecast for CMB
experiments providing the sensibility to higher spin fields
effects. In Sec. IV we present our conclusions.

II. ANISOTROPIC NON-GAUSSIANITIES
GENERATED FROM HIGHER SPIN FIELDS

In this section and for the convenience of the reader
we summarize the results found in Ref. [23] computing
the angular dependence of the statistical anisotropic
curvature bispectrum due to higher spin fields in the early
universe, thus providing a prediction for the coefficients
cn in the bispectrum parametrization (2). As stated in
the introduction, in order to have unsuppressed effects on
the bispectrum from higher spins, one has to rely on
either of the two mechanisms, namely by coupling the
higher spins to the inflaton in a precise manner or by
restricting the analysis to partially massless higher spin
fields. The predictions in the two cases are different, as we
shall see.
We begin by reviewing the results for spin-1 fields

coupled to the inflaton through an interaction term of the
form:

L ¼ −
IðϕÞ
4

FμνFμν: ð3Þ

Working with gauge invariant quantities, one defines the
“electric field”2 as Ei ¼ −a−2hI1=2iA0

i where the prime
symbol denotes derivatives with respect to conformal time.
Using the equations of motion, it is straightforward to
check that for a constant I, the contribution of the electric
field is suppressed as Ei ∝ a−2. On the other hand, if one
assume to have a coupling with hI1=2i ∝ a−2, the electric
field is constant. From a dS=CFT3 point of view this
corresponds to super-Hubble electric perturbations with a
vanishing conformal dimension ΔE ¼ 0. As a result,
defining E⃗c ¼ E⃗ð0Þ þ E⃗IR where one accounts for a pos-

sible background electric field E⃗ð0Þ other than the one

necessarily generated by the IR modes E⃗IR, the inflaton-
vector interaction lagrangian expanded in perturbations
contains terms of the form δEiEi

cζ and ðδEiÞ2ζ which give
rise to the following bispectrum

�Y3
i¼1

ζk⃗i

�0
¼g1jE⃗cj2Pζðk1ÞPζðk2Þð1−cos2θk̂1;Êc

−cos2θk̂2;Êc

þcosθk̂1;k̂2 cosθk̂1;Êc
cosθk̂2;Êc

Þþ2 perm; ð4Þ

where cos θq̂1;q̂2 ≡ q̂1 · q̂2, the exact value of the coefficient
g1 can be found in Ref. [15], and we have used the standard
notation of indicating the prime the correlators without the
ð2πÞ3 and the momentum conservation Dirac delta.
Generalizing this result for higher spin fields, the authors

of Ref. [28] showed that there exists a suitable coupling
rendering the higher spin perturbations constant on super-
Hubble scales. Following a bottom-up approach starting
from the equations of motion for the higher spin field, it
was found that such a configuration can be achieved by a
coupling of the form:

S ⊃ βsH2

Z
dτd3x
H4τ4

exp ðIðϕÞÞAi1���isA
i1���is : ð5Þ

Indeed, the equation of motion for the dominant mode of
helicity s of the higher spin field is3

A00
s −

�
2ð1 − sÞ

τ
− I0

�
A0
s

þ
�
k2 þM2

s=H2 þ s2 − 4s
τ2

þ sð1þ αÞ
τ

I0
�
As ¼ 0; ð6Þ

2Even though it is customary to borrow the notations from the
theory of electromagnetism, the spin-1 field is not necessarily
identified with the standard model photon field.

3The mode with helicity λ ¼ s is dominant on super-Hubble
scales since the conformal weight of helicity λ modes is, in
general, Δs ¼ 1 − λ − 1=α.
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where we have defined M2
s ¼ ðsþ 2ÞH2ðα − sα − 1Þ=α,

IðϕðτÞÞ ¼ lnð−HτÞ=α and α ¼ 1=½2ð1 − sÞ�. This configu-
ration generates constant perturbations on super-Hubble
scales for the canonically normalized field Ās ¼
exp ðIðϕÞ=2ÞAs. Using the isometries of de Sitter space-
time4 and the operator product expansion (OPE) technique,
the form of the statistically anisotropic curvature bispec-
trum is found to be [23]�Y3

i¼1

ζk⃗i

�0
¼ gshĀi1���isihĀj1���jsiPζðk1ÞPζðk2Þ

× Πl1���ls
i1���is ðk⃗1ÞΠ

l1���ls
j1���js ðk⃗2Þ þ 2 perm; ð7Þ

where the projector tensor Πm1���ms
i1���is ðk⃗Þ is defined in terms of

the sum of helicities of the higher spin polarization tensors,
see the Appendix. We assume that the isotropy is broken by
a constant unit vector p̂i (p̂ · p̂ ¼ 1) and the background
generated by the IR modes takes the form

hĀi1���isi ¼ Ā0

�
p̂i1 � � � p̂is −

1

2s − 1
ðδi1i2p̂i3 � � � p̂is

þ permÞ þ � � �
�
; ð8Þ

where the ellipsis stands for terms with an higher number of
Kronecker delta which are built by requiring Eq. (8) to be
totally symmetry and traceless. Those terms are omitted for
simplicity since they are not relevant in the following
calculations. It is important to stress that it was assumed
that the IR modes select only a single preferential direction
identified by the constant unit vector p̂i. As already
underlined in the introduction, we expect the typical
amplitude of the background field to be proportional to
the square root of the variance A0 ∼H

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N − Nk

p
. It is

straightforward to see that combining Eq. (7) with the
formula for the vacuum expectation value (8) for spin-1
gives Eq. (4) up to a normalization constant which the
symmetry considerations combined with the OPE are
unable to predict.
While the formula (7) is the exact one, for the CMB

analysis the isotropized form

Z
d2p̂
4π

�Y3
i¼1

ζk⃗i

�
ð9Þ

is introduced. Using the definitions of the projector tensors
(A2), we expand the bispectrum formula and we isolate the

term containing the vectorial dependences, which we call
Isðp̂; k⃗1; k⃗2Þ:

Isðp̂; k⃗1; k⃗2Þ ¼ hĀi1���isihĀj1���jsi
×
X
λ1

ϵλ1;i1���isðk⃗1Þϵ�l1���ls
λ1

ðk⃗1Þ

×
X
λ2

ϵ�λ2;j1���jsðk⃗2Þϵ
l1���ls
λ2

ðk⃗2Þ; ð10Þ

using the fact that the polarization tensor is traceless we
obtain

Isðp̂; k⃗1; k⃗2Þ ¼ Ā2
0p̂

i1 � � � p̂is p̂j1 � � � p̂js

×
X
λ1

ϵλ1;i1���isðk⃗1Þϵ�l1���ls
λ1

ðk⃗1Þ

×
X
λ2

ϵ�λ2;j1���jsðk⃗2Þϵ
l1���ls
λ2

ðk⃗2Þ: ð11Þ

Now we perform the angle average over all the possible
directions p̂ by computing5

Is;avðk⃗1; k⃗2Þ ¼
Z

d2p̂
4π

Isðp̂; k⃗1; k⃗2Þ

¼ I0s
X
λ1λ2

jϵλ1;i1���isðk⃗1Þϵ�λ2;i1���isðk⃗2Þj
2

¼ I0sΠ
l1���ls
i1���is ðk⃗1ÞΠ

l1���ls
i1���is ðk⃗2Þ; ð13Þ

where I0s ¼ Ā2
0s!=ð2sþ 1Þ!!. The computation of the hel-

icities sums is easily performed for s ¼ 1 where one finds:

Πl
i ðk⃗1ÞΠl

i ðk⃗2Þ ¼ 1þ cos2 θk̂1;k̂2 : ð14Þ
The generalization to spin-s is done by adopting Eq. (A1)
to get:

Πl1���ls
i1���is ðk⃗1ÞΠ

l1���ls
i1���is ðk⃗2Þ

¼ 1

2
fð1þ cos θk̂1;k̂2Þ2s þ ð1 − cos θk̂1;k̂2Þ2sg; ð15Þ

therefore we can write the angle averaged bispectrum as

�Y3
i¼1

ζk⃗i

�0

av

¼ 1

2
gsI0sPζðk1ÞPζðk2Þ

× fð1þ cos θk̂1;k̂2Þ2s þ ð1 − cos θk̂1;k̂2Þ2sg
þ 2 perm: ð16Þ

4The symmetry considerations used are exactly valid in
multifield models of inflation where the curvature perturbations
are generated by spectator fields (e.g., the curvaton mechanism
[52]) and SO(1,4) is an exact symmetry of the action. In single-
field models of inflation, special conformal symmetry is broken
and we expect correction at leading order in the slow-roll
parameters.

5In performing the angle average we use the normalization

Z
d2p̂
4π

p̂ip̂j ¼ 1

3
δij; ð12Þ

and the identities in, e.g., Ref. [53].
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Now we expand the result using the Legendre polynomials
Pnðcos θÞ using the standard formulas:

fðθÞ ¼
X
L≥0

ALPLðcos θÞ; ð17Þ

with

AL ¼ 2Lþ 1

2

Z
π

0

dθ sin θfðθÞPLðcos θÞ: ð18Þ

It is useful to recall the properties of the Legendre
polynomials for which:Z

1

−1
fð1þ xÞ2s þ ð1 − xÞ2sgPnðxÞdx

¼ 4sþ1½Γð2sþ 1Þ�2
Γð2sþ nþ 2ÞΓð2s − nþ 1Þ ½n ¼ even�; ð19Þ

and Z
1

−1
fð1þ xÞ2s þ ð1 − xÞ2sgPnðxÞdx ¼ 0

½n > 2s or n ¼ odd�: ð20Þ
Finally, we find that the isotropized bispectrum can be
expressed according to the Legendre-type bispectrum
template (2) with

cn ¼
4sgsI0sð2nþ 1Þ½Γð2sþ 1Þ�2
Γð2sþ nþ 2ÞΓð2s − nþ 1Þ ½n ¼ even�;

cn ¼ 0 ½n > 2s or n ¼ odd�:
ð21Þ

Nowwe focus the analysis to the case of partiallymassless
fields. As briefly shown in the introduction, the Higuchi
bound implies that higher spin fields perturbations must be
suppressed on super-Hubble scales. In case the spinning
particles posses particular values of their masses, namely

m2 ¼ H2ðs2 − s − 2Þ; ð22Þ
there exists an enhanced symmetry which removes −1, 0,
þ1 polarization states. One can show that in this case the
spinning particle possessesΔ ¼ 0 allowing for the existence
of long-lived spin-s perturbations. The angle-averaged
bispectrum takes the form [23]:

�Y3
i¼1

ζk⃗i

�0

av

¼ gPMs I0sPζðk1ÞPζðk2ÞΠs þ 2 perm; ð23Þ

where

Πs ¼
X

λ1λ2≠0;�1

dsjλ1jdsjλ2jjϵλ1;i1���isðk⃗1Þϵ�λ2;i1���isðk⃗2Þj
2; ð24Þ

The constantsdsjλj (withdss ¼ 1) represent themixing of the
various helicities into the partialmassless field and they arise
due to different vacuum expectation values of its corre-
sponding s − 2 helicity components. For the lowest non-
trivial case s ¼ 3 we find

Π3 ¼ 1þ 15x2 þ 15x4 þ x6 þ 18d32ð1þ 5x2 − 5x4 − x6Þ
þ 9d232ð4 − 15x2 þ 10x4 þ 9x6Þ; ð25Þ

with x ¼ cos θk̂1;k̂2 , from where one can compute the
coefficients cn entering into Eq. (2) to get

c0 ¼
16

7
ð2þ 3d32Þ2gPMs I0s ;

c2 ¼
400

21
gPMs I0s ;

c4 ¼
72

77
ð2 − 7d32Þ2gPMs I0s ;

c6 ¼
16

231
ð1 − 9d32Þ2gPMs I0s ;

cn ¼ 0 ½n ≠ 0; 2; 4; 6�:

ð26Þ

Similarly for s ¼ 4 we find

Π4 ¼ 1þ 28x2 þ 70x4 þ 28x6 þ x8 þ 288d42ð1þ 4x2

− 10x4 þ 4x6 þ x8Þ þ 16d43ð1þ 14x2 − 14x6 − x8Þ
þ 576d242ð1þ 6x2 − 11x4 − 24x6 þ 36x8Þ
þ 576d43d42ð1− 7x2 þ 15x4 − 5x6 − 4x8Þ þ 512d243;

ð27Þ
and the coefficients cn of Eq. (2) are given in terms of the two
parameters d43, d42 as

c0 ¼
256

315
f972d242 þ 360d42ð1þ d43Þ þ 35ð1þ 2d43 þ 18d243ÞggPMs I0s ;

c2 ¼
512

693
f648d242 þ 49ð2þ d43Þ − 72d42ð4þ d43ÞggPMs I0s ;

c4 ¼
512

5005
f245þ 11763d242 − 735d43 þ 990d42ð−2þ 3d43ÞggPMs I0s ;

c6 ¼
512

3465
f14þ 11664d242 − 119d43 − 198d42ð−4þ 17d43ÞggPMs I0s ;

c8 ¼
128

6435
ð1þ 144d42Þð1þ 144d42 − 16d43ÞgPMs I0s ;

cn ¼ 0 ½n ≠ 0; 2; 4; 6; 8�:

ð28Þ
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Figure 2 shows the intensity distributions of the curvature
bispectrum Bn

k1k2k3
, given by Eq. (2), in k-space tetrahedral

domain for n ¼ 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. We confirm from this that
Bn≥2
k1k2k3

has a strong signal in the squeezed configurations
(k1 ≈ k2 ≫ k3, k2 ≈ k3 ≫ k1 and k3 ≈ k1 ≫ k2) and is
richer in intensity variation than Bn¼0

k1k2k3
as it can be inferred

from the color code. The latter feature reflects the peculiar
angular dependence of Eq. (2) for higher n. As shown in the
next section, these features are directly imprinted in the
CMB bispectra.

III. IMPRINTS IN THE CMB BISPECTRA

In this section we examine the distinctive signatures
of the anisotropic non-Gaussianities due to spinning
particles in the CMB bispectra hal1m1

al2m2
al3m3

i, where
the CMB multipole coefficients are given by alm ¼R
d2n̂Y�

lmðn̂ÞTðn̂Þ, and estimate the detectability of them.

A. Angle-averaged analysis

As shown in Sec. II, the curvature bispectrum induced
from higher spin fields depends on a peculiar direction p̂.
This can induce the nonvanishing signal not only inside but
also outside the triangular condition jl2−l3j≤l1≤l2þl3

[54,55]. The comprehensive analysis including the latter
signal is what one should aim for, however, the vastness of
the multipole domain that one then has to consider makes it
unfeasible. We therefore focus on the former signal alone
by using the usual angle-averaged bispectrum form:

Bl1l2l3 ¼
X

m1m2m3

�
l1 l2 l3

m1 m2 m3

��Y3
i¼1

alimi

�
: ð29Þ

This is mathematically equivalent to the CMB bispectrum
computed from the “isotropized” curvature bispectrum
given by Eqs. (2), (21), (26) and (28). In the following,
we compute this CMB bispectrum following the method-
ology in Refs. [16,56,57].
The CMB coefficients computed from the primordial

curvature perturbation are expressed as

alm ¼ 4πð−iÞl
Z

d3k⃗
ð2πÞ3 T lðkÞζk⃗Y�

lmðk̂Þ: ð30Þ

The angle-averaged CMB bispectrum sourced from Eq. (2)
is therefore given by Bl1l2l3

¼ P
ncnB

n
l1l2l3

with

Bn
l1l2l3

¼
X

m1m2m3

�
l1 l2 l3

m1 m2 m3

�

×

�Y3
j¼1

ð−iÞlj
π

Z
d3k⃗jT ljðkjÞY�

ljmj
ðk̂jÞ

�

×δð3Þ
�X3

i¼1

k⃗i

�
½Pnðk̂1 · k̂2ÞPζðk1ÞPζðk2Þþ2perm�;

ð31Þ

FIG. 2. Intensity distributions of the primordial curvature bispectra Bn¼0;2;4;6;8;10
k1k2k3

in the k-space tetrahedral domain, where the axes
correspond to k1r�, k2r� and k3r�, respectively, with r� the conformal distance from the last-scattering surface. To highlight the dominant
configurations, the bispectrum shapes are rescaled using k−21 k−22 k−23 . Dense red (blue) color represents larger positive (negative) signal.
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where T lðkÞ is the scalar-mode temperature transfer
function. It is then convenient to decompose the k̂-
dependent parts into the spherical harmonics by use of
the identities:

Pnðk̂1 · k̂2Þ ¼
4π

2nþ 1

X
m

Y�
nmðk̂1ÞYnmðk̂2Þ; ð32Þ

and

δð3Þ
�X3

i¼1

k⃗i

�
¼ 8

Z
∞

0

r2dr

�Y3
i¼1

X
LiMi

jLi
ðkirÞY�

LiMi
ðk̂iÞ

�

× ð−1ÞL1þL2þL3
2 hL1L2L3

�
L1 L2 L3

M1 M2 M3

�
;

ð33Þ

where

hl1l2l3 ≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2l1þ1Þð2l2þ1Þð2l3þ1Þ

4π

r �
l1 l2 l3

0 0 0

�
:

ð34Þ

After performing the angular k̂ integrals of the products of
the spherical harmonics and the additions of the induced
angular momenta by use of the identities:

Z
d2k̂

Y2
i¼1

Y�
limi

ðk̂Þ ¼ ð−1Þm1δl1;l2δm1;−m2
; ð35Þ

Z
d2k̂

Y3
i¼1

Y�
limi

ðk̂Þ ¼ hl1l2l3

�
l1 l2 l3

m1 m2 m3

�
; ð36Þ

and

X
m4m5m6

ð−1Þ
P

6

i¼4
ðli−miÞ

�
l5 l1 l6

m5 −m1 −m6

�

×

�
l6 l2 l4

m6 −m2 −m4

��
l4 l3 l5

m4 −m3 −m5

�

¼
�
l1 l2 l3

m1 m2 m3

�	
l1 l2 l3

l4 l5 l6



; ð37Þ

we obtain the simple expression found in Ref. [16], reading

Bn
l1l2l3

¼
Z

∞

0

r2dr

�Y3
i¼1

X
Li

ð−1ÞliþLi
2

�
hL1L2L3

× βl1L1
ðrÞβl2L2

ðrÞαl3ðrÞ
4π

2nþ 1
hl1L1nhl2L2n

× ð−1Þl2þL1δL3;l3

	
l1 l2 l3

L2 L1 n



þ 2 perm;

ð38Þ

where

αlðrÞ≡ 2

π

Z
∞

0

k2dkT lðkÞjlðkrÞ; ð39Þ

βlLðrÞ≡ 2

π

Z
∞

0

k2dkPζðkÞT lðkÞjLðkrÞ: ð40Þ

Figure 3 describes the intensity distributions of the
reduced bispectra bnl1l2l3 ≡ Bn

l1l2l3
=hl1l2l3 in l-space

tetrahedral domain for n ¼ 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. The signal
is peaked around the squeezed configurations (l1 ≈ l2 ≫
l3, l2 ≈ l3 ≫ l1 and l3 ≈ l1 ≫ l2). This is due to the
squeezed-limit magnification of the curvature bispectra
confirmed from Fig. 2. As seen in the next subsection,
this fact enhances the detectability of cn. Moreover, as
expected from Fig. 2, the rich intensity variation of bn≥2l1l2l3
around the squeezed configurations is also confirmed.
Actually, the correlation between bn≥2l1l2l3

and bn¼0
l1l2l3

is
≲10%, indicating the difference in shape. Note that the
intensity variations in the configurations (except the
squeezed ones) observed here (but unobserved in Fig. 2)
are mainly caused by the acoustic oscillations at the
recombination epoch. Such configurations though do not
give a major contribute to the signal-to-noise ratio.
Because of the existence of the r integrals, especially for

higher n, Eq. (38) requires unfeasibly massive computa-
tional cost. For cost savings, we also use the Sachs-Wolfe
(SW) approximation: T lðkÞ ≈ − 1

5
jlðkr�Þ with r� the

conformal distance from the last-scattering surface, leading
to [16]

Bn;SW
l1l2l3

¼ −
1

5

�Y3
i¼1

X
Li

ð−1ÞliþLi
2

�
hL1L2L3

βSWl1L1
βSWl2L2

×
4π

2nþ 1
hl1L1nhl2L2nð−1Þl2þL1δL3;l3

×

	
l1 l2 l3

L2 L1 n



þ 2 perm; ð41Þ

with
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βSWlL ≡ −
π2

10
P

ΓðlþL
2
Þ

Γðl−Lþ3
2

ÞΓð−lþLþ3
2

ÞΓðlþLþ4
2

Þ : ð42Þ

To derive this, PζðkÞ ¼ 2π2Pk−3 has been assumed.

B. Sensitivity to cn
For the forecast analysis, we assume the measurement of

very weak NG signal. The covariance of the bispectrum can
then be approximately expressed with the product of the
angular power spectraCl; thus, the Fisher matrix for cn reads

Fn ¼
Xlmax

l1;l2;l3¼2

ðBn
l1l2l3

Þ2
6Cl1Cl2Cl3

: ð43Þ

We here assume a full-sky cosmic-variance-limited-level
(CVL-level) measurement, so Cl does not contain any
specific instrumental information. The expected 1σ error
on cn is then computed according to Δcn ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Fn

p
.

Figure 4 shows Δc0;2;4;6;8;10 as a function of lmax. It is
confirmed that, even for higher n, Δcn roughly follows
the scaling relation expected in the squeezed-type NG case,
i.e., Δcn ∝ l−1

maxðlnlmaxÞ−1=2 [16,57,59]. The consistency
between the solid line and the dashed one for each n that is
observed here shows the validity of the use of the SW
approximation. This figure also indicates that, at any fixed
lmax, Δcn is an increasing function of n. This is confirmed
fromFig. 5 that drawsΔcnðlmax¼100Þ andΔcnðlmax¼200Þ
as a function of n computed from the SW formula (41).

We here find a scaling relation asΔcn ∝ n2. From the above
estimates, we can expect that Δcn behaves like

Δcn ∼ 2n2
�
2000

lmax

��
ln

lmax

2000

�
−1=2

½n ≥ 2 and n ¼ even�:
ð44Þ

FIG. 3. Intensity distributions of the CMB bispectra bn¼0;2;4;6;8;10
l1l2l3

in the l-space tetrahedral domain where the axes correspond
to l1, l2 and l3, respectively. For highlighting the dominant configurations, the bispectrum shapes are rescaled using a constant
Sachs-Wolfe template [58]. Dense red (blue) color represents larger positive (negative) signal.

FIG. 4. Expected 1σ errors on c0;2;4;6;8;10 as a function of lmax.
The solid and dashed lines are computed using the exact
expression (38) and the SW formula (41), respectively. The
results for n ¼ 2 are consistent with those obtained in Ref. [16].
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This result indicates, for instance, that a c2 as large as∼10 is
measurable using the CMB bispectrum. From Planck data a
null signal has been detected with a comparable accuracy
[4,51]. This may be further improved if the small-scale data
of density fluctuations becomes reachable by future surveys
of galaxies [42,43,45,47,49] and the 21-cm anisotro-
pies [50].6

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Higher spin fields may have been present during a period
of primordial inflation. If they also happened to be

quantum-mechanically excited with long-living perturba-
tions on scales larger than the Hubble radius, they may have
left an imprint on the curvature perturbations and con-
sequently on the CMB anisotropy and LSS. In this paper
we have extended the previous analysis on the impact of
higher spin fields on the power spectra of CMB and LSS
[40] by studying the statistical anisotropy imprinted in
the CMB bispectrum. Our findings are summarized by the
forecast in Eq. (44) where we stress that the errors on the
coefficients cn≥4 have been obtained for the first time. It
would be also nice to investigate the impact of higher spin
fields within the so-called Vasiliev construction [60] which
comes with an infinite tower of massless higher spin states.
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APPENDIX: HIGHER SPIN POLARIZATION
TENSORS AND PROJECTORS

In this Appendix we review the higher spin projector
tensors which were explicitly constructed in Ref. [23]. The
polarization tensors of higher spin fields (λ indices the
various polarizations) are

ϵi1���isλ ðk⃗Þ ¼
X

λ1;…;λs¼�1

δλ1þ���þλs;λ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2sðsþ λÞ!ðs − λÞ!

ð2sÞ!Qs
i¼1ð1þ λiÞ!ð1 − λiÞ!

s Ys
j¼1

ϵ
ij
λj
ðk⃗Þ;

ϵ�i1���isλ ðk⃗Þ ¼
X

λ1;…;λs¼�1

δλ1þ���þλs;λ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2sðsþ λÞ!ðs − λÞ!

ð2sÞ!Qs
i¼1ð1þ λiÞ!ð1 − λiÞ!

s Ys
j¼1

ϵ
�ij
λj
ðk⃗Þ; ðA1Þ

which are written in terms of the polarization tensors for a spin-1 field ϵiλðk⃗Þ. Clearly, the polarization tensors ϵλi1���isðk⃗Þ are
totally symmetric, traceless and satisfy ki1ϵλi1���isðk⃗Þ ¼ 0. The projector tensor in d dimensions can be defined as:

Πi1���isj1���jsðk⃗Þ≡X
λ

ϵi1���isλ ðk⃗Þϵ�j1���jsλ ðk⃗Þ: ðA2Þ

It was shown that it can be expressed in terms of the spin-1 projector tensor Πijðk⃗Þ≡ δij − kikj=k2:

Πi1���isj1���jsðk⃗Þ ¼
�
1

s!

� X
PðiÞPðjÞ

�Xr≤s
2

r¼0

Cðs; rÞΠi1i2Πj1j2 � � �Πi2r−1i2rΠj2r−1j2r
Ys

n¼2rþ1

Πinjn

�
; ðA3Þ

FIG. 5. Expected 1σ errors on cn¼even at lmax ¼ 100 and 200 as
a function of n. These lines are estimated using the SW
formula (41).

6For instance, Ref. [49] recently reported encouraging results on the detectability of signals in the galaxy bispectrum measurements of
higher spin fields up to s ¼ 4 and within the effective field theory approach.
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where the symbol PðlÞ identify permutations of the index l. The coefficients determining Eq. (A3) are:

Cðs; rÞ ¼ −
	

Cðs; r − 1ÞAðs; r − 1ÞAðs − 2; r − 1Þ½s − 2ðr − 1Þ�!
Aðs; rÞðs − 2rÞ!½Aðs; rÞ − Aðs − 2; rÞ þ ðd − 2ÞAðs − 2; r − 1Þ�



; Cðs; 0Þ ¼ 1; ðA4Þ

where one has defined an “ad hoc” function Aðm; nÞ:

Aðm; nÞ ¼
�
m

2

��
m − 2

2

�
� � �

�
m − 2ðn − 1Þ

2

�
;

Aðm; nÞ ¼ 0 ½n < 0�; Aðm; nÞ ¼ 1 ½n ¼ 0�; Aðm; nÞ ¼ 0 ½m < 2n�: ðA5Þ
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